Blender
stamped
concrete
adds beauty,
durability and
quality to any
project regardless
of its structural
characteristics.

Texture
Flake Stone
TB-18 SFT-18
Size
28”x28”

Release your creativity.

With our unique variety of designs
and textures.
Our team of professionals with
over a decade of experience in
the industry, combined with
the quality of our products
and services give you the
peace of mind that every inch
of your project is maintained.

Furthermore, our Blender
color hardener enhances
durability and beauty to the
surface of floors and
pavements and can add more
than twice the life compared to
conventional concrete!

With a wide range of designs,
textures, surface treatments,
stains and dyes, sealants and,
of course, a first class service
for you. Blender Group®
ensures that your project
becomes the center of attention.

Streets, public roads, malls,
parks, main squares,
schools, residential, housing
complex, industries, parking
lots, sports centers, hotels,
resorts, and much more.

Application of

Blender stamped concrete

BLENDER

STAMPING MATS®

The patterns have a high level of durability, impact strength, and
excellent resistance against dirt and oils.
They have a unique elasticity and exceptional elastomeric memory
which also contains an excellent resistance to abrasion, damage and UV
radiation in comparison with other plastic patterns.
In Blender we have a wide range of tailored textures for the client and a
laboratory offering customized patterns for all kinds of projects.

BLENDER

COLOR RELEASE®

Is available in reinforced cardboard boxes of 19.8 lb (9Kg) and neutral
powder form.
The BLENDER RELEASE AGENT® contains a releasing agent formulated
especially as a barrier between the stamped patterns and the fresh
concrete surface easing the separation of flexible tools.
Specially designed to be applied in stamped concrete, enriching the
appearance of the textures, providing a contrast effect thanks to wide
range of colors that mark deep lines on the Stamped Concrete.

BLENDER SEAL ACRYL®
This product line consists of:
• Blender SEAL ACRYL 30 % High Gloss (HG).
• Blender SEAL ACRYL 30 %.
• Blender SEAL ACRYL 25 %.
• Blender SEAL ACRYL WATER BASE.
As added value all Blender Sealers offer a unique finishing to your
stamped concrete surfaces.

**For more information on characteristics, benefits, performances, applications, storage and
guarantees, consult the product technical data sheet.

STAMPED CONCRETE BLENDER®
Texture
English Fan
TB-13 SFT-13
Size
46”x27”

1. Concrete placing.

2. Applying Blender Color
Hardener onto the surface.

3. We have tools that will
improve the quality of your
stamped concrete floor.

4. Wait until water excess
is gone once Blender Color
Hardener® is placed.

5. Go forward with
Blender Color Release®.

6. It is time to stamp, using
the Blender patterns.

Find Us Like Blender Group

7. Blender Seal Acryl® will

enhance the beauty
of your floor.

Stamping
Mats

Texture
Lined Skin
TB-02 TB-02
Size
56”x56”

offer more than
50 different
textures from our
design catalog,
successfully
re-creating natural
occurring textures
such as stone,
rock, brick, and
many others.

Walkways, hallways, sidewalks, patios,
pool decking, lobbies, and much more.

Make a concrete Change.
Decorative concrete that reflect
your own personality.

Our Stamped Concrete is so
versatile, with our Blender
textures or mats a wide range
of projects can be achieved
such as walkways, hallways,
sidewalks, patios, pool
decking, lobbies and much
more for either residential,
commercial, or even industrial
applications.
Our products are used by
experts in the field of
stamped concrete, who with
the right tools, can add a
touch of natural beauty to
both interior and exterior
applications

Color
Release
Agent
Neutral
Texture
Melted Mat
TY-01
Size
30” X 30”

Color
Golden Sand
Release
Agent
Dark Gray
Texture
Classic Granite Fan
TY-11
Size
43” X 25”

Color
Yellow Blender
Release
Agent
Dark Brown

Color
Plumb
Release
Agent
Dark Gray

Texture
Lined Skin
TB-02 TB-03
Size
56”x56”- 24”x 24”

Texture
Garden Stone
TR-09
Size
28”x 28”

Color
Coral
Release
Agent
Dark Gray

Color
Sky Blue
Release
Agent
Dark Gray

Texture
French Granite
TY-12
Size
33” X 25.5”

Texture
English Fan
TB-13
Size
46” x 27”

Color
Chocolate
Release
Agent
Neutral

Color
Gray
Release
Agent
Dark Gray

Color
Gray
Release
Agent
Dark Gray

Texture
River Stone
TR-15
Size
29” X 32”

Texture
Cracked Rock
TY-16 TB-16 TR-16
Size
30” x 30”

Texture
English Cobblestone
TB-17
Size
17” X 29”

Color
Peach
Release
Agent
Dark Brown
Texture
Iberic Fan
TR-19
Size
46” X 27”

Color
Capuccino
Release
Agent
Dark Brown
Texture
Square Stone
TB-20
Size
20” x 20”

Color
Sand
Release
Agent
Dark Gray
Texture
Natural Ashler Slate
TY-21 TB-21 TR-21
Size
23” X 23”

Skins, Stones & Slates

Color
Gray
Release
Agent
Dark Gray
Texture
Seamless Coquina Stone
TB-10
Size
28”x 28”

Color
Sand
Release
Agent
Dark Brown
Texture
European Fieldstone
TB-14
Size
36”x 18”

Color
Yellow Blender
Release
Agent
Dark Brown
Texture
Flake Stone
TY-18 TB-18 TR-18
Size
28”x 28”

Color
Green Lagoon
Release
Agent
Dark Gray
Texture
Flat Ashler Slate
TY-22 TB-22 TR-22
Size
25” X 25”

Color
Coral
Release
Agent
Dark Brown

Color
Terracota
Release
Agent
Dark Gray

Texture
Thin Ashler Slate
TY-23 TB-23 TR-23
Size
28” X 28”

Texture
Arrow Slate
TY-24 TB-24 TR-24
Size
8” X 16”

Color
Forest
Release
Agent
Dark Gray

Color
Golden Sand
Release
Agent
Dark Gray
Texture
Woven Slate
TY-25 TB-25 TR-25
Size
24” X 24”

Color
Terracota
Release
Agent
Dark Gray

Color
Plumb
Release
Agent
Dark Brown

Color
Chocolate
Release
Agent
Dark Brown
Texture
Roman Stile
TR-26
Size
3’ x 5’

Color
Capuccino
Release
Agent
Dark Gray

Texture
Walkway Slate
TY-27 TB-27 TR-27
Size
18” x 36”

Texture
Napoleon Tile 4”x4”
TR-31
Size
24” x 36”

Texture
Border Course Tile 12”x12”
TR-32
Size
12” X 48”

Color
Capuccino
Release
Agent
Dark Brown

Color
Sky Blue
Release
Agent
Dark Gray

Color
Green Lagoon
Release
Agent
Dark Gray

Texture
Old Brick Herringbone
TY-41 TB-41
Size
26.5” X 33.4”

Texture
Old Brick Runinngbone
TY-42 TB-42
Size
16” x 36.25”

Texture
Old Brick Road Course
TY-43
Size
8.8” X 37”

Texture
Old Brick Basketweave
TY-44 TB-44
Size
16.75”x 33.5”

Texture
No Parking Custom
TB
Size
25” X 25”

Texture
Special Custom
TB
Size
25” X 25”

Color
Gray
Release
Agent
Dark Gray
Texture
Quarry Bricks
TY-45
Size
23” X 23”

Texture
Square Tile 12”x12”
TY-33 TB-33
Size
24”x 24”

Color
Pale Pink
Release
Agent
Dark Brown

Color
Capuccino
Release
Agent
Dark Brown
Texture
Long Deck
TB-51
Size
1”x1” - 1”x8”

Slates, Bricks, Tiles, Woods & Customs

22632 Kuykendahl Rd Suite F,
Spring, Texas 77389
832 843 6760

Colors shown on this chart represent formulation using
medium gray cement, and sealed with BLENDER SEAL ACRYL.
Variations can be expected due to specific differences and
method of application.

Shake On Hardener Color Chart

Obsidiane

Smoke

Plumb

Gray

Sand

Walnut

Carolina Tan

Arena Buff

French Cream

Marfil

Caramel

Chocolate

Travertine

Ivory Sand

Golden Sand

Dark Red

Terracota

Capuccino

Pale Pink

Green Lagoon

Yellow Blender

Colorado

Orange

Peach

Coral

Sky Blue

Forest

For more information on special colors, mats or release agent please contact us.

www.stampedconcrete.pro

22632 Kuykendahl Rd Suite F,
Spring, Texas 77389

832 843 6760

www.stampedconcrete.com

BGA SOLUTIONS LLC

Colors Show on this chart represent formulation using medium gray
cement and sealed with Blender Seal Acryl®. Variations can be expected
due to specific differences and method of application.

Color Release Agent Chart

NEUTRO

LIGHT GRAY

DARK GRAY

CHARCOAL

SMOKE BEIGE

TERRACOTTA

WALNUT

LIGHT BROWN

DARK BROWN

CAPUCCINO

For more information on special colors, mats or release agent please contact us.

www.stampedconcrete.pro

Any textures, any surfaces

Renews your garage, patio, swimming pool, hall or any area.

Blender
Re-Cover®

(stamping overlay)
More than 85 % of the
residential floors are finished
with grey concrete; as you
know, demolishing them in
order to build another floor or
cover them with tiles, marble
or granite is an expensive and
overwhelming process; and
also, it obstructs access to
some spaces for weeks.
Having a hard concrete
surface is not an impediment
to enjoy a great stamp. Use
“Re-Cover: Stamping overlay”
from Blender, and enrich the
results that you always
wanted.

With “Re-Cover:
Stamping
Overlay from
Blender you
could change
(for a lower price
and without
complications)
the appearance
of your garage,
patio, swimming
pool, halls or
basically any
area you wish to
renew.

- After New Re-Cover Overlay stamp

- Before Old concrete

VERTICAL OVERLAY

Walls · Perimeter Fence · Fountains

and any concrete, block or brick surface that requires a nice and decorative appearance.
At Blender Group® we constantly work with
our customers and associates to develop new and
unbelievable solutions in order to make this
industry more accessible, durable, convenient and
of course: more affordable.
Thanks to the success of our products for
horizontal stamped concrete, we have decided to
bring a new mortar to accomplish the vertical
stamp called Recover-W® on the market, which
has the right properties to achieve a professional
and reliable work.

Blender

Repair®

Color restoration
system for existing
concrete flooring
textures

Before

Blender Repair® is applied to surfaces of existing stamped

concrete aged from one day to over ten years since the original
installation date. Without a doubt, Stamped Concrete has taken
decorative building methods to a whole new level and this is
why, Blender Group® proudly presents a unique system in the
market (patent pending), that aims to restore the concrete floor

After

Blender Group® has
always been characterized
as a company that constantly innovates in processes of Construction,
Maintenance and Repair
of Concrete in the Construction Industry.

to its original look which has been neglected due to normal wear
over time. What does this mean for you? COST SAVINGS AND
TIME. Avoid a costly demolition job and restore your stamped
concrete floor with our products. With our versatile products you
can change the tone of color or restore the original color of the
stamped concrete that was lost.

REPAIR® (COLOR RESTORATION)
BLENDER

1. First we need to clean the

2. Use a machine if

3. Take away all kinds

4. Prepare the Blender
Repair® mix with water.

5. Apply the Blender
Bond® for best results.

6. Pour Blender Repair®.

7. Spread Blender Repair®

8. We need to let the
Blender Recover® dry.

9. Apply Blender
Release Agent®.

10. Sweep the excess of
Blender Release Agent®.

11. Apply the sealer

12. Your stamped concrete

surface perfectly with a
duty degreaser like Citrus®.

with a sponge or sprayer.

is necessary.

for best results.

of dirty over the floor.

has a new look now.

FOR CONCRETE AND CONCRETE MORTER

INTEGRAL COLOR
BLENDER

COLORMAX LIQUID® is a liquid product that adds color

to concrete and cement mortars, guarantees the stability of
the color and strength in it.
It is easy to apply in mortars and concrete systems, does
not cause efflorescence.
COLOR MAX LIQUID® has been designed to apply a long-lasting
coloring onto concrete, making your projects look different with a
permanent coloring without compromising its properties.
BLENDER

COLOR MAX LIQUID® is available in plastic containers of 16.90 oz. Is a
chemically designed, lead-free, and water-based product.
BLENDER

BLENDER

COLOR MAX LIQUID® is your best option to apply color to your space.

Easily mixes with the followings Blender products.
• Overlay ultra thin:
RECOVER® (White and gray cement base).
RECOVER W® (White and gray cement base).
BLENDER
ULTRA DECK®
BLENDER
ULTRA THIN-®
BLENDER
DRY MORTAR®
BLENDER
REPAIR®
BLENDER
BLENDER

Base White

Color shown on this chart represent formulation using a Blender in cement white base
variations can be exxpected due to.

Gray Base

Blue

Red

Yellow

Green

Orange

Iruya

Chocolate

Sand

Golden

Marfil

Champagne

Stone

Oliva

Pearl

White

Silver

Plumb

Black

CONCRETE FINE TOOLS

Philadelphia Trowel
Made of high carbon steel
228mm/9”
254mm/10”
279mm/11”

Hand Curved & Flat Edger
Made of tempered polish steel blade
203 x 120 mm 8” x 4 ¾” (curved)
108 x 203 mm 8” x 4 ¼” (flat)

Galvanized Steel Edger
Made tempered polish steel blade
228mm/9”
254mm/10”
279mm/11”

Professional Trowel
Made of High carbon steel
5” X 11” 127 X 280 mm
5“ X 12” 127 X 305 mm
5“ X 14” 127 X 356 mm

Professional Rounden Trowel
Made of high carbon steel 4 rivets
127 x 356 mm
5” x 14”

Professional Rounded Trowel
Made of high carbon steel 10 rivets
124 x 404 mm
5” x 16”

Centurion
Tools®

BLENDER offers
a wide range of
solutions for
anyone who
wants to become
successful professional in the
area of stamped
concrete
applications and
decorative tools.

Professional Slim Pattern Trowel
Made of high carbon steel
127 x 280 mm 5” x 11”

Fresno Trowel with adaptador
Blade made of tempered high carbon steel
127 x 610 mm 5” x 24”

Professional Rounded Trowel
Made of high carbon steel 24 rivets
127 x 610 5” x 24”

Rub brick With Metal Plate
Made of 100% natural vulcanized rubber
100 x 240 mm 4” x 9”

Magnesium Float Round Edger
Yellow Paint
83 x 407 mm 16” x 3 1/18

Bull Float
Made of magnesium
122 x 200 mm 48” x 8”

Big Fresno Trowel
Made of high carbon steel
304 x 914 mm 36” x 12”
304 x 1219 mm 48” x 12”

Professional Square Pattern Trowel
Made of high carbon steel
127 x 280 mm 5” x 11“

Magnesium Float Round Edger
Yellow Paint
83 x 407 mm 16” x 3 1/18

Big Fresno Trowel
Made of high carbon steel
304 x 914 mm 36” x 12”
304 x 1219 mm 48” x 12”

Aluminum Extension Tube
Made of aluminum
1220 x 200 mm 48” x 8”

Extension with
Adaptor
Made of steel covered with high impact plastic
2400 x 25 mm 94 ½” x 1”

Ask if you need a special tool.

Rotary Bracket
Made of aluminum in two pieces
127 x 280 mm 5” x 11”

Stamped texture Shoes
Made of steel covered with high impact plastic
2400 x 25 mm 94 ½” x 1”

Concrete Acid Stains

It is a method which when applied to concrete,
creates chemical reactions that bring life and
color to otherwise lackluster concrete without
altering the structural properties of the surface.
Brings life to concrete and accentuates the physical
properties of the concrete such as fissure lines.
This product is perfect for
both horizontal and vertical
applications such as flooring,
walls, columns, concrete
furniture, kitchens and / or
bathroom applications.
Although perfect for interior
projects, Natural Stain® can
be used for outdoor
applications.

Natural Stain®

is manufactured with the
highest standard of quality
and it is guaranteed to work
when applied
Let your creativity run wild
with the beauty that Natural
Stain® can provide to your
concrete projects.

1. Remove all kinds of the
contaminants from the surface
that will be worked.

2. Frame the area where

3. Prepare the product

4. Spread the product
with a sprayer or sponge
for best results.

5. Finally, place a coat of
sealant from the seal acryl line.

6. The stained
concrete floor is ready.

the Blender Natural
Stain® will be applied.

that will be appliedin
the framed area.

NOTE: Neutralize reaction with bicarbonate and water.

Color Chart
Blender® Natural Stain

The colors shown in this
document are a graphic
representation; so it can
vary with respect to reality,
depending on the cement,
aggregates and methods of
application.

For more information
on special colors,
mats or release agent
please contact us.

Penetrating translucent dye for concrete

Dye Over®

(concrete dye) is a Fast dry concrete dye
system that perThe Dye Over Blender®
formulation contains small
mits a way of
color molecules that are
designed to penetrate and
making concrete
give color to any concrete
surfaces more
surface.
alive and colorful, It is perfect for use as a complement
both horizonal
for polished concrete systems.
and vertical, using
translucent stains
over finished
concrete and
works for interior
only!

DYE OVER® SB is

available in plastic containers of 1
Lt. (1qt) and 3.8 Lt. (1 Gal); you
have to add acetone to maximum
capacity and mix all of the
product.

DYE OVER®

BLENDER

WB

does not emit any odor
because is 100%
water-base product.

It is a concentrated product, easy to apply like the solvent-based which is
currently available in 8 colors.
They are an excellent option for your indoor floors, especially those with a
polished concrete system.

DYE OVER® BLENDER WB allows the user to mix water in the same container
without having to use extra containers separately.
The range of colors of both products has a slight difference in color tone; that’s
why we recommend you to work a smaller testing place on the Surface of the
concrete before applying.
In the polished concrete process, we recommend to use a second coat when
using Dye Over Blender WB in order to get better results and maximum
coloration.
If you want to know more about the features of the product, we recommend you
to consult the data sheet and contact us to show you better practices.

TINTE TRASLÚCIDO PARA CONCRETO

DYE OVER® WB Is available in plastic
container of 1 Lt (1qt) and 3.8 Lt ( 1 Gal)
you have to add water to maximum capacity and mix all the product.

Translucent dyes for concrete

Color show on this chart represent formulation using medium gray cement and sealed with
sodium siliconate densifier variations can be expected due to.

Solvent Base:

Red

Light Brown

Orange

Yellow

Black

Dark Brown

Blue

Green

Water Base:

Red

Light Brown

Orange

Yellow

Black

Dark Brown

Blue

Green

FOR CONCRETE AND CONCRETE MORTARS

Blender BGA Solutions
Granastar® granular pigment from Interstar.

For

Blender

Color
Max®

(powder integral pigments)
Whenever you want your
project a different look, having
a permanent coloring without
affecting its properties, “Color
Max®: Integral pigments” from
Blender will be your best
friend.
More than 25 wonderful
COLORS to bring life your
masterpiece! Our color
selections are similar for all our
products.

They have been
made for both,
professional and
non-professional
use. These
pigments have
been designed
to apply a long
life color into
your concrete
applications with
strong tones all
over the
concrete mix.

INTEGRAL COLOR

Green
Lagoon

Sky
Blue

Chocolate

Capuccino

Colorado

Yellow
Blender

Pale
Pink

Peach

Coral

Orange

Terracota

JN-2400R (1 bag)

JN-2400R (2 bags)

JN-4010R (1 bag)

JN-4010R (2 bags)

JN-4416R (1 bag)

JO-4159R (1 bag)
Mystic Shadow

JN-4411R (1 bag)
Bamboo

JO-4134R (1 bag)

JO-6435R (2 bags)

JO-7950R (1 bag)
Camel

JO-7961R (1 bag)
Desert Sand

RG-2832R (2 bags)

RG-2835R (1 bag)

YELLOW / ORANGE

Champagne

JO-7960R (1 bag)

JO-7960R (2 bags)
Goldenrod

JO-6435R (1 bag)

JO-4131R (1 bag)
Sahara

Sedona

RG-2827R (1 bag)

RED
BLACK

RG-2827R (2 bags)

RG-2832R (1 bag)

Baja Red

RG-3077R (1 bag)

5011R (1 bag)
Shadow Gray

NR-5010R (1 bag)

RG-3077R (2 bags)

RG-2835R (2 bags)
Egyptian Red

RG-3072R (1 bag)

Redwood

RG-3072R (2 bags)
Maroon

NR-5010R (2 bags)
Gray Cloud

NR-5105R (2 bags)
Smoke

JO-4134R (2 bags)
Orange Blossom

Salmon

RG-2846R (2 bags)
Raspberry

NR-5105R (1 bag)

JN-4416R (2 bags)

Gold

NR-5157R (1 bag)

NR-5157R (2 bags)
Monsoon

THE ORIGINAL
NR-5105R (3 bags)

NR-5171R (1 bag)
Midnight Bay

GRANULAR PIGMENT
FOR READY MIX

BN-2530R (1 bag)

BN-2530R (2 bags)

BN-2531R (1 bag)

Nutmeg

BN-2531R (2 bags)

BN-1701R (1 bag)
Taupe

BN-2520R (1 bag)

BN-2520R (2 bags)

BN-1711R (1 bag)

BN-1711R (2 bags)
Hazelnut

BN-1711R (3 bags)

BN-1616R (2 bags)

BN-1714R (1 bag)

BROWN

Chaps

BN-1616R (1 bag)

BN-2680R (2 bags)
Balsam Wood

BN-2550R (1 bag)

BN-2680R (3 bags)

BN-1703R (2 bags)
Copper

BN-2681R (1 bag)
Willow

BN-1705R (1 bag)

BN-2730R (1 bag)
Biscuit

BN-2739R (1 bag)

BN-1714R (2 bags)

BN-2978R (1 bag)

BN-1705R (2 bags)
Rustic

BN-2739R (2 bags)
Stone Castle

Santa Fe Tan

Plum

BN-2680R (1 bag)

BN-1703R (1 bag)

Potter’s Clay

BN-2978R (2 bags)
Chocolate Fudge

BN-2510R (1 bag)

BN-2510R (2 bags)
Maple

BN-2510R (3 bags)

BN-2550R (2 bags)

GREEN

Khaki

VT-3450R (1 bag)

VT-3450R (2 bags)
Olive

this color chart must be used only as a guideline.
Please see Interstar’s Ready Mix Sample Kit for a
the best way to determine if the desired color can be obtained.

Semi-translucent dye to
coloring concrete surfaces.

appearance as found in marble and granite.
It can be used in an artistic manner providing a different concept of
concrete.
It comes in 1 Gal plastic containers and it covers around 400 ft2.

BLENDER NATURAL DYES® is a system which adds color and
changes the physical appearance of concrete both in horizontal
and vertical surfaces, because it acts through chemical reactions
without altering its physical characteristics.
It will give color to the concrete surfaces, enhance its natural
appearance and create special effects over concrete; and it is
available in 20 colors.
Basic use: Any type of cementitious surfaces like floors, walls,
columns, concrete furniture, counter tops and bathrooms. Apply
to indoor and outdoor areas.
It is an affordable choice to change the coloring and the
appearance of the concrete, and it preserves the natural stone

The colors shown on this chart are photography of sample applied directly on gray
concrete and white concrete respectively. Variations can be expected due to
differences in cement, aggregates and method of application before applying the
products, make a preliminary sample.

ULTRA DECK® is a high-resistance decorative
coating for concrete, indoors and outdoors with an
anti-slip finishing.
BLENDER

BLENDER
ULTRA DECK® Is easy to apply, it is required add water to the powder mix
and if is necessary, you can use a pigment container of BLENDER COLORMAX
LIQUID®, it is a Fast-setting product and has an excellent adhesive system.

It can be used in a plane surface with a thickness of 25mm, it is recommended
for indoor and outdoor surfaces like pedestrian areas, garages, offices, hallways,
stairs, commercial stores, and pools.
It is also a flexible system, quick to install and is designed to be applied through
a professional compressor gun.
You only need to add one container of BLENDER COLORMAX LIQUID® per one pack
of 25 kg.

ANTI-SLIPPERY OVERLAY

BASE+GUN

BLENDER

CITRUS®

It is a high-performance, water-based
degreaser for deep cleaning, ideal for heavy
and deep cleaning of daily maintenance.
BLENDER
CITRUS® Penetrates and emulsifies the oil and existing greases,
and it rinses easily. The formulation and concentration of Blender
Citrus provide excellent cleaning performance.

The yielding of BLENDER CITRUS® can vary between 5m2 / Lt and 3
m2/Lt (30.6 ft2/qt) depending on the deepness of cleaning
required, and the dilution applied.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Biodegradable product (100% water based).
- Easy to apply and easy to rinse.
- Light and pleasant citrus scent.
- Eliminates oil-derivative stains quickly and efficiently.
- Free of lead and heavy metals.
- Concentrated formula that allows the user to apply it directly or
diluted in different concentrations depending on the deepness of
cleaning required.
CITRUS® is available in 1 gallon (3.8 Lt), 5 gallon (18.9 Lt) and
55 gallon (208 Lt) plastic containers. All products are perfectly
identified by name and lot number.
BLENDER

High Performance

Concrete Citric Degreaser.

Flexible Concrete

This concrete has a high
texture, adaptable to all
types of solutions that
modern architecture
requires.
At Blender Group® we create
innovative products such as our flexible
concrete called, DeccoFloor®, this
concrete has a high-decorative value,
fine texture, adaptable to all types of
solutions that modern architecture
require. It is designed to create unique
finishes over different types of environment.

Blender Group® and DeccoFloor®are well-known for offering
products that have a low thickness,
which provide extreme flexibility
and resistance to weather stress,
DeccoFloor® is perfect for a quick
and easy installation that needs
very low maintenance.

Microtop+
Powerful concrete mix with micronized mineral charges,
ceramic particles, and high-standard additives to provide
an extreme flexibility and resistance.

500
Flexible coating, specially designed for outdoor or
indoor areas that require high impact resistance. Quick
and easy to apply only one hand and does not require
sanding. resistant to water, harrow and oils.
Available in 24-kg buckets.

Oxytop
Decorative element based on iron particles with a
rusty effect. This provides an esthetic quality that gives
the cement a nice rustic look.

Rústico
It is a powerful concrete mix with thick grain size
aggregates and high-standard additives emulsified by
a polymer. It has stone texture and rustic look for
outside decorations.

Microquartz
One-coat, single-component coating, formulated with
terrazzo powder, cement, porcelain, arid, correctors
and synthetic last generation resins. Great resistance
to abrasion, impervious to water, grease and oils. High
mechanical resistance. Stable against UV rays.
Available in 25 kg buckets.

22632 Kuykendahl Rd Suite F,
Spring, Texas 77389
832 843 6760
BY

The colors shown in this document are a graphic representation; so
they can vary with respect to reality, depending on the cement,
aggregates and method of application.

White | Blanco

Vision | Visión

Pearl Gray | Gris Perla

Dark Gray | Gris Plomo

Portland | Portland

Cement | Cemento

Black | Negro

Champagne | Champagne

París Stone | Piedra París

Brown Caramel | Dulce de Leche

Chocolate | Chocolate

Dijon | Mostaza

Iruya | Iruya

Liberty | Lavanda

Royal Blue | Azul Francia

Ivory | Marfíl

Henna | Henna

Red Ferrari | Rojo Ferrari

Orange | Naranja

Cocoa | Cacao

For more information on special colors, mats or release agent please contact us.

www.stampedconcrete.pro

BLENDERBOND® it is a primer for concrete, stucco, and to repair materials based on cement.
Blender Bond is a versatile acrylic polymer emulsion that can be used as a
primer to enhance mixtures based on Portland cement with the final
purpose to improve the bonding strength.
It is a milky, high-in-solids emulsion, not re-emulsified when it is exposed
to water, does not rust, and it is stable in the presence of UV rays.
BLENDERBOND® It is available in containers of 3.8 Lt (1 gal), 18.9 Lt (5 gal)
and 208 Lt (55 gal).

ULTRA THIN®

BLENDER INDUSTRIAL

BLENDER BOND®

BLENDER
ULTRATHIN® is a leveling and repairing system for
cement made of high-strength and a single component
reinforced polymers..

This non-shrinkage repair mortar has been specifically formulated for horizontal repairs requiring thin thickness at the edges,
which will be subsequently covered by slabs, brick, carpet or any
other system.
ULTRATHIN® it has an integral polymer bonding system,
which requires the application of an external bonding agent in
most applications.
BLENDER

It is available in 22.7 kg (50 Lb) plastic packages.

BLENDER GROUT®
BLENDERGROUT® is a ready-mixed,
non-shrink, non-metallic, flowable,
high-strength structural grout.

FIBERCON MICROFIBER®
MICROFIBER®
is a polypropylene fiber in
the form of multifilaments
(loose fibers), designed
specifically as a secondary reinforcement in concrete
and mortars, its main purpose is to reduce cracking
due to plastic contraction in fresh state and temperature in hardened
state concrete.
FIBERCON MICROFIBER® fibers are made of 100% virgin polypropylene and treated with a dispersant, so its distribution in concrete is fast
and homogeneous, requiring 3-5 minutes of mixing.
FIBERCON MICROFIBER® comes in bags of 600 gr for a cubic meter of
concrete and 100 gr bags for a sack of cement.

BLENDERGROUT® contains a balanced
blend of washed and graded silica
sands, Portland cement, flow improvement compounds, and a shrinkage
compensating system which produces
a volume-stable structural grout.
BLENDERGROUT® produces early high
resistance without intermittent or latent
contraction. It is available in 22.7 kg (50
Lb) plastic packages.
remains stable without presenting
failure from compressive loading,
impact, lateral thrusts, high temperature or continuous vibration. It is scientifically
proportioned (balanced?) and is ready to use at varied consistencies from plastic to
fluid.

Seal Acryl®
It is an easy to apply, acrylic copolymer that cures, seals and dustproofs
concrete. Seal Acryl® tough, impervious acrylic retains moisture,
curing the concrete for maximum hardness.
This clear, fast drying, sprayable sealer is effective on both interior and
exterior surfaces.The high solids, film forming qualities of Seal Acryl
provides protection from penetration of salts, jobsite dirt and other
mild contaminants, as long as the film is intact.
Types
Seal Acryl 25%
Seal Acryl 30%
Seal Acryl 30% HG
Seal Acryl 30% Water Base

Seal Acryl®WB
Seal Acryl WB®

Formulations are water based, low VOC, acrylic copolymer solutions
that cure, seal and dustproof concrete without yellowing. The tough
film locks in moisture, curing the concrete for maximum hardness.
These clear, fast drying, sprayable liquids are equally effective on
indoor as well as outdoor surfaces.
Formulations have a very low odor and dry to form a clear, medium to
high gloss, protective film that is highly resistant to blushing. They
adhere well to sound concrete surfaces and have excellent barrier
properties, particularly to jobsite contaminants, dirt, and a variety of
mild chemicals.

Li-Quid Hard®
Li-Quid Hard® is a hardener and sealer densifier for concrete surfaces

with a high concentration of a highly reactive lithium catalyst that
achieves greater penetration by improving the performance, appearance and reflectivity of light within the concrete surface and activates a
faster and more complete reaction than conventional hardeners.
This lithium silicate treatment deeply penetrates and reacts with the
concrete to produce an insoluble calcium silicate hydrate within the
concrete pores, when treating the floor it will make the entire surface
smoother and more uniform leaving fewer marks on the floor.
The product allows the floor to breathe, is UV stable, will not yellow,
discolor, crack or peel from the surface. Treated surfaces are more
resistant to the penetration of water and mineral oils. They have
significant improvement in impact and abrasion resistance, eliminate
efflorescence and prevent dusting by making concrete easy to
maintain and resistant to dirt.

Denso Hard®
Denso Hard® is a colorless water-based solution with a carefully

controlled concentration of 100% active sodium silicates with a low
content of non-acid, biodegradable volatile organic compounds used
to harden and protect against dust. It meets VOC requirements. It
chemically reacts within the concrete and becomes an integral part
with free slime components such as lime and calcium carbonate,
forming dense, insoluble and chemically resistant surfaces.
It is recommended for light industrial plants, warehouses, laundries, as
well as food storage plants and bakeries. It is also suitable for pedestrian
traffic areas such as stadiums, museums, sports complexes, and other
commercial buildings.

 



POLISHED CONCRETE
FLOORS
Is a patented roughing and dry-polishing process that brings benefits such as being able to
work in limited areas with no dust during the process, as well as getting excellent brightness
and colors; along with long-term benefits in terms of maintenance cost, increased duration,
and safety of your slip-resistant floor, ALL IN ONE SYSTEM!
It is very important to have a professional team that meets the ideal characteristics necessary
to obtain an excellent finish on the surface where the system is being implemented. As such
the FGS Permashine system can be applied with a wide range of brands of floor finishing
equipment.
We offer you the products, consumables, machinery and spare parts of NSS (Natural Stone
Solutions) one of the brands that from the experience of our own customers has been one of
the most consistent, with a team very capable of working efficiently in addition to providing
professional services and technical advice.



  

SC-Q2275P
22” Surface
Prep &
Polishing
Machine

SC-Q204R
20” Surface
Prep &
Polishing
Machine

SC-Q2310R
23” Surface
Prep &
Polishing
Machine

SC-Q2375R
23” Surface
Prep &
Polishing
Machine

SC-Q2415R
24” Surface
Prep &
Polishing
Machine

SC-Q2510P
25” Surface
Prep &
Polishing
Machine

SC-Q2720R
27” Surface
Prep &
Polishing
Machine

SC-Q3015P
30” Surface
Prep &
Polishing
Machine

SC-Q3520P
35” Surface
Prep &
Polishing
Machine

STI-2420
75” L X 27” W
X 50” H

STI-2807
72” L X 28” W
X 50” H

STI-3030
86” L X 30” W
X 52” H

STI-4430
80” L X 44” W
X 52” H

Brute Floor
Machine with
180-Frame

Heavy Duty
Standard
Floor Machine

HAW-F0009-180CP
Size: 17”
HAW-F0012-180CP
Size: 20”

HAW-F0009 - Size: 17”
HAW-F0012 - Size: 20”

Polishing
Machine

Heavy Duty
Standard
Floor Machine

HAW-F1500-F1800F2000-SIZE 17”
HAW-F1500-F1800F2000-SIZE 20”

Polishing Machines

EP-CT40ECS-145
IPC Eagle Automatic
Scrubber

CT70 ECS
IPC Eagle Automatic
Scrubber
Machine

CT90 BT85
IPC Eagle Automatic
Scrubber

CT110
IPC Eagle Automatic
Scrubber
Machine

SC-V235T
Electric
Vacuum
Cleaner
general use

SC-V350T
Electric
Vacuum
Cleaner
general use

SC-V350B
Electric
Vacuum
Cleaner
general use

SC-V1155
Electric
Vacuum
Cleaner
general use

PLANCD
Large Capacity
Industrial
Vacuum with
Air Reversal
Cleaning
System

Makita 4”
PW5001C
Electronic
Stone Polisher
Machine

PLAN110T
Large Capacity
Industrial
Vacuum with
Air Reversal
Cleaning
System

Makita 7”
9227C
Electronic
PolisherSander

Makita 7”
GA7911
Angle Sander
Machine

NSS MACHINES NSS
is an American
company of floor
care equipment
represented by over
600 dealers worldwide. ISO9001
certified, nss keeps
prestigious clients in
their country of
origin, which
include American
airlines, k-mart and
Hilton hotels.

At blender Group
we are distributors
of NSS, we are committed to quality as
our guarantee, to
provide you with a
variety of equipment for the development and maintenance of all types of
concrete floors.

CONCRETE SUPPLIES:

Acid Stains

Industrial Concrete

Tools and Stamping Mats

Tools and Equipments

Stamped Concrete Products

Polished Concrete and more...

Overlays and Toppings

Polished Concrete

Stain Concrete

Stamped Concrete

Call us! Let us recommend you the best option!

www.stampedconcrete.pro

Make a concrete change!
a decorative concrete world.

Blender Group

Phone 832 843 67 60
22632 Kuykendahl Rd. Suite F. Spring, Texas 77389

